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Well hello everybody, just a quick entry this week as we are 

rushing to get this out on Wednesday 20th June here at 

10:57am!!!! The news is all about goal-line technology 

again due to England’s ‘lucky’ victory last night.  The 

bandwagon England fans can talk about Milevski being 

offside all they want, but England did not deserve to win 

that game last night. BUT they did win and on this form, 

and a bit more luck they could go all the way.  Good luck to 

Mr. Hodgson, undefeated so far. Been another get week in 

the tournament so have a flick through this to review it and 

look forward to the quarters starting tomorrow. Should be 

excellent, especially France vs. Spain... 

 

Thanks for reading 

Will 
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PORTUGAL ALMOST PUNISHED FOR POOR FINISHING 
Denmark’s Nicklas Bendtner seemed to have earned a draw for his team scoring twice to level things 

up after being 2-0 down, but Portuguese substitute Silvestre Varela hit an 87th-minute winning goal 

and recharged his side’s chances of surviving the ‘Group of Death’ in an captivating 3-2 victory.  

 

It was nearly an evening to forget for Cristiano Ronaldo, who had chances to put the game to bed, but 

he uncharacteristically spurned two one-on-one opportunities. Denmark started the match brightly 

putting the Portuguese under pressure early. Coach Morten Olsen named an unchanged side from the 

win over Netherlands. Portugal also got attacking, Miguel Veloso whipping in a devilish ball from a 

short corner that was capably punched away by Stephan Andersen. The tough-tackling Niki Zimling who 

had kept the Dutch at bay in the previous group game, was forced off with a injury after 16 minutes 

with Jakob Poulson replaced him. 

 

Portugal slowly began to grab a hold of the game and Ronaldo, the go-to-guy, was the string puller, 

dragging a one-two with Miguel Veloso wide before smashing a free kick way over the bar. But they 

would strike first after 24 minutes. Joao Moutinho swung in a corner, and Real Madrid’s central-

defender Pepe stole a march at the near post to plant a header past Andersen into the roof of the net. 

 

Paulo Bento’s men had the momentum on their side and added another in the 37th minute. Nani had 

plenty of time and space on the right flank, squared low to Helder Postiga and he surpassed Simon 

Kjaer at the near post to secure the ball into the top corner. Denmark reacted well just before half-

time; William Kvist clipped a ball towards Michael Krohn-Dehli, who nodded back across the six yard 

box for Nicklas Bendtner to head into an empty net on his 50th international cap milestone. 

 

Portugal had more chances to extend the lead and put the game to bed. Ronaldo, who was taunted 

with ‘Messi, Messi’ chants throughout by the Danish fans, again, was put through on goal but his 

attempted placed shot into the bottom corner was read well by goalkeeper Stephan Andersen. 

Moments later, a terrible mistake by Simon Poulsen gifted Postiga the opportunity to get his second 

goal, but the striker was then flattened by Daniel Agger to snuff out the chance. Denmark was then 

forced into another change on the hour mark, as Dennis Rommedahl hobbled off in obvious 

discomfort, with Tobias Mikkelsen coming on in his stead. Ronaldo featured in another disappointing 

miss in the 78th, but his finish was way off the mark this time with the keeper beaten. 

 

Within three minutes, Denmark would make him pay for the poor finish. Lars Jakobsen lifted a cross 

towards the far post over the head of Pepe, where Bendtner was waiting to grab his second goal, again 

a header, but this via the woodwork. Arsenal striker Bendtner (pictured above left) could be in hot 

water for his goal celebration after he dropped his shorts to reveal a ‘Paddy Power’ logo on his 

underwear. UEFA regulations for the championships require that "all kit items worn during the final 

tournament must be free of any sponsor advertising". Meanwhile, just when it looked like Portugal had 

thrown the three points away, Varela clinched them, from a Fabio Coentrao cross he smashed a well 

taken half-volley at the second attempt home, after scuffing his first shot.  

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Wednesday 13th June 2012 
Arena Lviv, Lviv, Ukraine 

 

DENMARK 2-3 PORTUGAL 
 

Bendtner 41 & 80 
 

Pepe 24 
Postiga 36 
Varela 87 

CARDS 

Poulsen  56 

Jacobsen  81 

Meireles  29 

Ronaldo 92 

TEAMS 

Denmark: Andersen, Jacobsen, Kjaer, 
Agger, Poulsen, Kvist, Zimling (Poulsen 
16), Eriksen, Rommedahl (Mikkelsen 60), 
Krohn-Dehli (Schone 90), Bendtner 
Portugal: Rui Patricio, Joao Pereira, Pepe, 
Bruno Alves, Fabio Coentrao, Meireles 
(Varela 84), Miguel Veloso, Moutinho, 
Nani (Rolando 89), Ronaldo, Postiga 
(Nelson Oliveira 64) 

EXPERTS VIEW 

Denmark lost not only 3-2 to Portugal but 

also the advantage before meeting 

Germany on Sunday. The Danes looked 

comfortable until the goal by Varela in 

the 87th min. What was even more 

worrying was the injuries to key Danish 

players such as Niki Zimling and veteran 

Dennis Rommedahl. Especially 

Rommedahl's absence could be vital. 

Rommedahl's has scored twice against 

the Germans in 2000 and in 2010. Nicklas 

Bendtner showed why clubs should be 

having an extra look at him. With his 2 

goals he is now the sole goalscorer for 

Denmark at the Euro's. Christian Eriksen, 

the much hyped Danish midfielder, hasn't 

exactly shown why he was called up by 

Morten Olsen. In the Portugal game he 

was the Danish player who ran the most 

but much of it in vain. Eriksen will have to 

redeem himself in the Germany game. 

Claus Røndbjerg  

(Danish Football Correspondent) 

Twitter @DanishFooty 
 QUOTES  

‘It was different to the Germany game – 

we scored – but beyond that we 

continued what we did against Germany. 

Our organisation was good but we can 

still improve. We created chances, 

especially in the first half, and I think 2-0 

would have been a just result at half-

time. In the second period we didn't sit 

back on our lead; we looked for a third. 

We benefitted from the fact Denmark 

were looking for a goal and we controlled 

the game. We didn't lose our 

concentration. Denmark scored from 

their first real chance. We had great 

control until then and in the first half it 

was going well. Denmark's goal opened 

things up and we went in search of a 

third while retaining defensive control.’ 

Paulo Bento (Portugal coach) 
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DUTCH FLOP AS ROBBEN 

THROWS A TANTRUM 
Germany maintained their 100% start to Euro 
2012 and all but ended The Netherlands 
participation in the tournament. 
 
A first half double from Mario Gomez gave the 
Germans a comfortable two goal lead at the 
interval and also served as a lesson in finishing for 
the Dutch. The Dutch started the game the better 

side however and missed the first good opportunity of the night when Robin van Persie volleyed 
straight at Manuel Neuer in the German goal. Van Persie had time to take a touch before shooting but 
opted to strike it first time and the chance was wasted. Mario Gomez then stuck the Dutch post with a 
shot from the edge of the penalty area and the rebound went straight to Maarten Stekelenburg in the 
Dutch goal. Van Persie missed another excellent opportunity inside the first 20 minutes when he shot 
wide following some good play by Arjen Robben down the Dutch right. 
 
The Dutch were made to pay for these missed chances, as they were in the game against Denmark, 
when Gomez put the Germans ahead on 24 minutes. The goal came when Thomas Mueller squared the 
ball from the right to Bastian Schweinsteiger who played a superb ball in to Gomez who turned well 
and slotted the ball past Stekelenburg in The Netherlands goal. 
 
Stekelenburg kept the score at 1-0 when he made a good point blank save from Holger Badstuber’s 
header from an Ozil free kick although Badstuber should have done better. However the score 
remained at 1-0 for only a short time when Gomez doubled his tally for the night on 38 minutes with a 
fierece shot across the keeper following an assist from Schweinsteiger. 
 
The Dutch made a couple of attacking changes at half time bringing on Klaas-Jan Huntelaar and Rafael 
van der Vaart however the first chance of the second half fell to Mats Hummels who was able to go 
half the length of the field unopposed before his shot was saved. 
 
The Dutch continued to press and nearly got back in the game when Van Persie forced Neuer to make a 
good one handed save from a volley from the edge of the penalty area. The next Dutch chance fell to 
Wesley Sneijder whose shot was blocked by Jerome Boateng. 
 
With 17 minutes remaining the Dutch were offered a glimmer of light when Robin van Persie scored his 
first goal of the tournament when he cut in from the left flank and shot past Neuer with his right foot 
from 25 yards. The Dutch looked for an equaliser without creating any clear cut opportunities. The 
Germans saw the game out to all but reach the quarter finals of the tournament where they have yet 
to reach top gear although they still have 6 points from 2 games.  
 
The Dutch on the other hand have the prospect of becoming the first ever team to reach the quarter 
finals of the European Championships after losing their opening 2 games. A prospect that is highly 
unlikely as they need to win by 2 clear goals against a decent Portuguese side.   
 

Andrew Waite 
Twitter @TerryWaite 

 

 

Wednesday 13th June 2012 
Metalist Stadium, Kharkiv, Ukraine 

 

HOLLAND 1-2 GERMANY 
 

van Persie 73 Gomez 24, 38 
CARDS 

de Jong 80 

Willems 91 

Boateng 87 

TEAMS 

Netherlands: Stekelenburg, van der Wiel, 
Willems, Heitinga, Mathijsen, van 
Bommel (van der Vaart 46), de Jong, 
Robben (Kuyt 83), Afellay (Huntelaar 46), 
Sneijder, van Persie 
Germany: Neuer, Boateng, Lahm, 
Hummels, Badstuber, Khedira, 
Schweinsteiger, Özil (Kroos 81), Müller 
(Bender 92), Podolski, Gomez (Klose 72) 

EXPERTS VIEW 

There are a lot of reasons why it went 
wrong for Netherlands versus Germany, 
but the main reason was their weak 
midfield. By fielding two holding 
midfielders, Oranje coach Bert van 
Marwijk acknowledged that the midfield 
battle would be crucial for the outcome 
of the game. Unfortunately for the Dutch, 
they would be no match for the Germans 
following Mark van Bommel’s horror 
performance. The Holland skipper 
allowed Bastian Schweinsteiger way too 
much space throughout the game, 
effectively costing his side two goals. 
Additionally, the fact that Joris Mathijsen 
defended like a schoolboy for both goals 
didn’t help much either  

Stefan Coerts 
(Dutch football editor at Goal.com 

International) 
 Twitter @StefanCoerts 

QUOTES 

‘It was a very intense game today, a very 
tight game. The temperatures were 
extreme and it was difficult to keep a 
high tempo for the whole match. We did 
really well defensively as Holland's game 
is to play on the attack – they have four 
or five top guys up there. We took them 
out of the game and they didn't have 
many ideas. When we were leading 2-0 I 
thought Holland were a bit drained and 
we could've scored that third goal. Then 
it got a bit more exciting but we deserved 
that victory. One thing we did know was 
that Holland are not so good in one on 
ones in defence and that's how the two 
goals came about. There were little 
spaces next to Mathijsen and Heitinga 
and we knew if we could get in there it 
would be very dangerous for Holland. 
What is clear in this so-called group of 
death is that we've already got six points. 
There is always room for analysis after a 
game, though. We could have attacked a 
little better and been more dangerous in 
front of goal but we were very compact 
and were very good.’ 

Joachim Löw 
 (Germany coach) 
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CROATIA RALLY TO GAIN A 

POINT 
Subsequent to all the media attention in relation to 

Italy’s attacking approach to the 1-1 draw against 

Spain last week, the Azzurri fell back to their 

defensive tactics against Croatia, and the price was 

a costly 1-1 draw. The Italians let a first-half lead 

slip away and now may need help to advance to the 

European Championship quarterfinals. The silent 

leader, Andrea Pirlo gave his team the lead with a 

curving free kick in the 39th minute, but Mario 

Mandzukic (pictured left) was left unmarked to 

equalize for Croatia in the 72nd. 

 

Italy, seemingly on a high from their impressive 

display against the reigning European champions, 

showed their intent early on by once more looking 

to attack their opponents on the break. Mario 

Balotelli struck first inside the first three minutes, 

seeing a shot on the edge of the box whistle just wide of the target, but the Croats were keen to prove 

their worth in the encounter. Mandzukic, last week's two-goal hero, was actively involved in an 

ongoing duel with Giorgio Chiellini. 

 

Nonetheless, Balotelli did not stop running throughout the half, always looking to find space for his 

team-mates to pick out a pass. Either 

team had their chances but it was the 

Italians that deservedly took the lead. 

A free-kick on the edge of the box was 

curled in magnificently by talisman 

playmaker Pirlo (pictured right), to 

score his 10th goal in Nazionale 

colours. It proved a fitting end to a 

fluid half of football in Poznan. 

 

The Croatia coach Slaven Bilic would 

have been understandably frustrated 

with his side's showing, and his team talk worked wonders it seemed. Nikica Jelavic grew in stature as 

the game wore thin. Around the hour mark saw a potentially decisive duel between Darijo Srna and 

Thiago Motta brew, ending in the Italy midfielder take a blow to the back from the Shakhtar Donetsk 

full-back. Prandelli aptly hauled off his man following a yellow card and Croatia took control of the 

contest. 

 

Modric began to break through the shackles imposed on him throughout the game as much of the play 

sufficed in the Italians' half, with their opponents defending deep. Mandzukic profited from Chiellini's 

lackadaisical misjudgement in the box from a cross to collect the ball at the far post and lift over 

Gianluigi Buffon for a crucial equaliser with around twenty minutes left. It appeared the Croats had 

found the initiative to go on and emerge victorious. 

 

However, a quiet last ten minutes was played out, with Italy again struggling to recapture their earlier 

confidence, despite the introduction of veteran Antonio Di Natale and the dynamic Sebastian Giovinco.  

 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Thursday 14th June 2012 

Municipal Stadium, Poznan, Poland 

 

ITALY 1-1 CROATIA 
 

Pirlo 39 Mandzukic 72 

CARDS 

Motta  57 

Montolivo  80 

Schildenfeld  86 

TEAMS 

Italy: Buffon, Bonucci, De Rossi, Chiellini, 

Maggio, Giaccherini, Marchisio, Motta 

(Montolivo 63), Pirlo, Balotelli (Di Natale 

70), Cassano (Giovinco 83) 

Croatia: Pletikosa, Srna, Corluka, 

Schildenfeld, Strinic, Rakitic, Perisic 

(Pranjic 68), Modric, Vukojevic, 

Mandzukic (Kranjcar 94), Jelavic (Eduardo 

83) 

QUOTES 

‘No I'm not angry. Of course we are a bit 

annoyed because a side that plays 

football and creates chances needs to kill 

off the game. Football is rather unique in 

that way, because just one cross can ruin 

everything you have built up over the 

course of a game, so we have a lot of 

regrets. However, we are still in this – we 

still think we can get through, we are 

mathematically still in it, but we have 

missed an opportunity here. When you're 

on top in a game and have territorial 

supremacy, you need to kill the game off, 

because if you don't, all that it takes is a 

cross or a deflection and it can ruin all 

you have done. You need to have more 

determination and be a bit more clinical 

when you get a sight of goal. We can 

analyse it as much as we want, but we 

played against a very physical side, who 

are great competitors. But we were 

better than they are in footballing terms, 

so if you don't kill it off, of course you will 

have regrets. I don't think we lack 

character – but there has been a drop in 

our game from 60 minutes for the last 

two matches and we need to weigh up 

our next match and see how we manage 

our energy levels. After that ten-minute 

dip we created plenty of chances, but in 

that phase of the game we did need fresh 

legs. For the first 60 minutes we were 

very well organised – we did not leave 

much space between our forwards and 

defenders – but when the game gets 

stretched and there is more distance 

between the strikers and the defenders, 

then we start to struggle. We have four 

days now, all we have to do is rest up. 

Then we need to stretch the team more 

so we don't have that dip.’ 

Cesare Prandelli (Italy coach) 
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SPAIN SENDS THE 

IRISH HOME 
Fernando Torres scored twice as 
Spain eliminated Republic of 
Ireland out of the tournament 
with a dominant display. 
 
Torres' powerful finish from 10 
yards opened the scoring inside 
four minutes. David Silva's 
composed effort just after the 
restart doubled the advantage, 
Torres poked in a third after a 
quick break and substitute Cesc 
Fabregas drove in a fourth. 

 
The Republic's previous successes in major competitions had been based on organisation and 
discipline. But their performance in their first major tournament in a decade can be summed up by the 
fact that, including their 3-1 defeat to Croatia, they have conceded a goal inside four minutes at the 
start of each half they have played. Before their sobering loss to Croatia, the Irish had never conceded 
three goals in a major competition but they have now done so twice in five days on the way to losing 
consecutive matches in a major tournament for the first time. 
 
For Spain, who drew their opening game 1-1 with Italy, this was a ruthless reminder of their ambition 
to become the first team to win three consecutive major tournaments, 24 hours after Germany drew 
the focus with a 2-1 victory over the Netherlands. Spain coach Vicente Del Bosque was also boosted by 
the performance of Torres, who replaced Fabregas in the starting line-up and scored his first 
competitive international goals since September 2010. 
 
For all the pre-match rhetoric, and a history of battling performances by the Republic, the concession 
of a yet another early goal left Giovanni Trappatoni’s game-plan looking redundant. Simon Cox, drafted 
in to replace Kevin Doyle up front only to be withdrawn for Jonathan Walters at the interval, forced an 
early save from Iker Casillas but the defending champions took just three minutes to move in front. 
 
Richard Dunne did well to block Silva after Andres Iniesta had guided in an intelligent pass, but Torres 
drifted around Stephen Ward before thumping a shot over Shay Given. From that point on, Spain were 
able to strangle the game, controlling possession deep inside the opposition half. When the Irish did 
manage to win the ball back, wingers Damien Duff and Aidan McGeady were generally too deep to 
contribute in attack and Robbie Keane was invariably too isolated to be picked out. 

 
Silva had a low shot held 
by Given and Torres 
prodded wide at the near 
post before Keith Andrews 
had a shot deflected wide 
and Dunne missed with a 
header at the other end. 
Iniesta had a powerful 
effort pushed away by 
Given, Silva headed over 
and Gerard Pique failed to 
make the most of a free 
header from Silva's corner. 
When Cox finally picked 
out Keane in a dangerous 
area, the Irish captain's 
effort was easily blocked 
by Pique. 

 
The pattern was never likely to change and after Given palmed away an Iniesta shot three minutes 
after half-time, Silva calmly waited for the room to guide a shot into the bottom corner. With just over 
20 minutes remaining, Silva clipped a ball in behind the defence for Torres and the Chelsea striker 
prodded past Given. And there was still time for substitute Fabregas, who had come on for Torres, to 
drive in a powerful cross-shot to add a fourth and further underline Spanish superiority. 
 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6  

Thursday 14th June 2012 
Arena Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland 

 

SPAIN 4-0 
REP OF 

IRELAND 

 

Torres 4, 70 
David Silva 49 
Fabregas 83 

 

CARDS 

Alonso  54 

Javi Martinez  76 

Keane  36 

Whelan  46 

St Ledger  84 
TEAMS 

Spain: Casillas, Arbeloa, Alba, Pique, 
Ramos, Xavi, Alonso (Javi Martinez 65), 
Busquets, David Silva, Iniesta (Cazorla 
80), Torres (Fabregas 74) 
Republic of Ireland: Given, O’Shea, 
Ward, Dunne, St Ledger, Duff (McClean 
76), McGeady, Andrews, Whelan (Green 
80), Keane, Cox (Walters 46) 

EXPERTS VIEW 

DEFEAT was no surprise in this fixture but 
the manner and nature of the 
performance was disappointing in the 
extreme. First and foremost the blame 
lies with the manager. Giovanni 
Trapattoni has taken great credit for 
leading the team to Euro 2012 but he 
must also shoulder the blame for his 
decisions to continue with a 4-4-2 
formation, to retain an ineffective Robbie 
Keane and to replace Kevin Doyle with 
Simon Cox. Shay Given's knee injury has 
clearly hampered his performances but 
Trapattoni is too loyal to drop senior 
players.  

Adam Redmond 
(Writer – Irish Daily Mail) 

Twitter @AdamRedmond 

QUOTES 

‘Just as we did in the game against 
Croatia, we conceded a very early goal 
which immediately throws the pre-match 
plan out of the window. We knew we 
were facing a very difficult task but we 
wanted to bolster our midfield while also 
looking to support Robbie Keane up front. 
Their opening goal then makes doing that 
very difficult as it means you will cede 
more space to a team that is 
exceptionally gifted technically. The 
mistakes we made came as a blow. We 
don't see these types of errors in training, 
we don't see the tension. Spain 
demonstrated a quality tonight that we 
already knew they had. They hardly use 
up any energy as they involve every 
player, they are like an orchestra. We 
came to this tournament feeling 
confident but I am left with the 
disappointment of the Irish players. Our 
fans deserve a lot of respect. They 
applauded and cheered us even when we 
were behind. I am terribly sad for them. 
In the next game against Italy we have to 
make sure we try to leave with our heads 
held high.’ 

Giovanni Trapattoni  
(Rep. of Ireland coach) 
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FRANCE’S LIGHTNING GOALS STEAL UKRAINES THUNDER 

Two quick French goals saw off co-hosts Ukraine in a game that was suspended for an hour due to 
heavy rain, thunder and lighting. Four minutes were played until Dutch referee Björn Kuipers halted 
play due to the torrential storm. 
 
After the restart, there was only one team in the game due to the French dominance. As expected 
unlike the first match Ukraine’s players found an altogether different opponent in France. Ukraine 
somehow managed to hold on the French in the first half but their efforts shattered in the second half 
and they conceded two goals. 
 
Jeremy Menez, brought into the team for Florent Malouda, had an effort ruled out for a clear offside 
and then the pacy winger brought a brilliant save from Andriy Pyatov with a close-range strike. At the 
other end, Andriy Shevchenko, who scored twice in their Ukraine’s opening win, brought Hugo Lloris 
into action when he raced on to a long ball and fired at the near post, but the keeper got down well to 
save. 
 
Ukraine’s busy keeper Pyatov made another brilliant save in the 39th minute to tip over a powerful 
header from Philippe Mexes, who met a Samir Nasri free kick. It was a pulsating first half and the high 
tempo resumed after the break, with Menez again testing Pyatov early, while action at the other end 
saw Shevchenko cut in from the left and fired just wide of the top corner. 
 
 Menez was a regular threat and it was no shock when he put France ahead in the 53rd minute, 
finishing off a bright counter-attack. Franck Ribéry burst down the left and Karim Benzema fed Menez 
who cut onto his left foot and fired home. 
 
France had their tails up, and Benzema looked lively. The Real Madrid striker played a delightful 
through-ball to Yohan Cabaye (pictured top) four minutes later, and Newcastle United playmaker 
shrugged off a challenge before finishing low across goal to score his first international goal. After a flat 
period in which France monopolised possession, the ball fell again to Cabaye who smashed a furious 
strike from outside the box, and Pyatov could only watch as it rattled against his post and away. 

 
The partisan crowd had little to cheer as 
the match entered the latter stages, and 
even a free-kick curled over by substitute 
Oleksandr Aliyev failed to improve the 
dampened moods of the Ukraine 
supporters. 
 
But Blanc’s side clinched the three points 
and have given themselves an odds-on 
chance to qualify for the quarter-finals.  
 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Friday 15th June 2012 
Donbass Arena, Donetsk, Ukraine 

 

UKRAINE 0-2 FRANCE 
 

 Menez 53 
Cabaye 56 

CARDS 

Selin  55 

Tymoschuk   87 

Menez  40 

Debuchy  79 

Mexes   81 

TEAMS 

Ukraine: Pyatov, Gusev, Selin, Mychalyk, 
Khacheridi, Tymoschuk, Nazarenko 
(Milevski 60), Voronin (Devic 46), 
Konoplyanka, Yarmolenko (Aliyev 68), 
Shevchenko 
France: Lloris, Debuchy, Clichy, Rami, 
Mexes, Diarra, Cabaye (M’Vila 68), 
Menez (Martin 73), Ribéry, Nasri, 
Benzema (Giroud 76) 

QUOTES 

‘How did it feel to score? Great joy, and 

also relief. Then you start thinking of your 

children, so I of course thought of my 

little daughter. I think these are special 

moments that will stay with you forever 

in your career. In the end what counts is 

the win for the team and I was lucky 

enough to score. This time we attacked 

from the beginning of the match. The 

coach chose the formation to create 

spaces in behind, because we were also 

aware that they would tackle a lot on the 

right-hand side, so with Franck on our left 

we could counter that. That was how we 

scored the first goal. I think we succeeded 

tonight and the team is relieved. We can 

prepare for the third match with more 

confidence, for sure. The '87 generation 

of Samir Nasri, Karim Benzema and 

tonight Jérémy Menez? If a team wants 

to accomplish something special, it needs 

talent. And those players are talented. 

There is also Hatem Ben Arfa, who did 

not play tonight. Those four players are 

really talented and we stay behind them 

and try to keep our eyes open. Because, 

let's put it like that, in the attack they run 

a little bit everywhere. But that's not a 

bad thing as long as they do their job and 

score goals. That's what is really 

important. We are there to support them 

and help them play. We can consider 

ourselves lucky to have them, and I hope 

that they will stay without any injuries 

and in good form for the rest of the 

tournament.’ 

Yohan Cabaye (French midfielder) 
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ENGLAND EXCEL 

FROM FIVE-GOAL 

THRILLER 

Sweden were eliminated from 
the tournament on Friday night 
due to a Danny Welbeck back-
heeled goal with twelve minutes 
left to give England the 3-2 
victory. It was a Roy Hodgson 
super substitution for the Three 
Lions that changed the games as 
England were 2-1 down.  Theo 
Walcott, often criticised for the 

lack of performances, replaced the workman-like James Milner and scored one and set-up Welbeck’s 
winner. 
 
Hodgson made the decision to drop 18-year-old Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain and throw up the powerful 
Andy Carroll to challenge the strong, tall Swedish defence. And it worked a treat after 23 minutes when 
Carroll headed England into the lead. Fellow Liverpool star, Steven Gerrard pumped a diagonal ball into 
the area and Carroll rose between Olof Mellberg and Jonas Olsson to send a thumping header beyond 
Andreas Isaksson. It was a great goal, and a perfect example of what Andy Carroll can do when the ball 
is crossed from deep like he did so many times for former club Newcastle United. 
 
England went into the break up but it did not last long once the teams returned. Sweden started 
confidently after the break, capitalising on England’s gifting of the possession. Three minutes in, 
Kallstrom was fouled by Carroll on the edge of the area, and while Ibrahimović’s free kick came back off 
the wall, his follow up effort found Mellberg on the right hand side of the box. His shot squirmed 
through goalkeeper Joe Hart’s widely 
spread hand and Glen Johnson was 
unable to keep the ball out despite a 
brave attempt at a goal-line 
clearance. 
 
Hodgson’s side were in shock and ten 
minutes later they were behind. 
Milner conceded another free-kick, 
this time wide on the left and 
Sebastian Larsson’s curling cross was 
headed home at the back post by 
Mellberg (pictured right) leaving Hart 
no chance of stopping it. 
 
Hodgson reacted by replacing Milner with Walcott and just three minutes later it was Walcott’s 
spinning cross that found John Terry. Isaksson tipped Terry’s downward header over his bar with an 
unbelievable save. When the corner came in it was only half cleared to Walcott (pictured below left) 
who lifted a curling, dipping shot over a crowd of defenders to find the back of the net. 
 
The crowd were jubilant with twelve minutes left, Walcott the architect. The Arsenal man used his 
acceleration to burst past two defenders and cross in towards to Welbeck. The pass looked to be 

behind Welbeck, until the 
Manchester United striker spun 
and back-heeled the ball into the 
Swedish net. It was a superb finish 
to win the game for his country. 
 
England pressed for a fourth to kill 
the game off but it never came and 
was not needed. The final whistle 
brought England a rare win over 
the Swedes and with it early 
elimination for a side that have 
done more entertaining than two 
defeats might suggest. 
 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Friday 15th June 2012 
Olympic Stadium, Kiev, Ukraine 

SWEDEN 2-3 ENGLAND 
Johnson o.g. 49 
Mellberg 59 

Carroll 23 
Walcott 64 

Welbeck 78 
CARDS 

Mellberg  63 

Jonas Olsson  72 

Svensson  91 

Milner   58 

TEAMS 

Sweden: Isaksson, Granqvist (Lustig 66), 
Martin Olsson, Jonas Olsson, Mellberg, 
Larsson, Svensson, Kallstrom, Elm 
(Wilhelmsson 81), Ibrahimović, Elmander 
(Rosenberg 79) 
England: Hart, Johnson, Cole, Lescott, 
Terry, Milner (Walcott 61), Young, 
Parker, Gerrard, Welbeck (Oxlade-
Chamberlain 90), Carroll 

QUOTES 

‘The feeling is one of a job well done. At 
this level of football, where the games 
are always so close, when the final 
whistle blows and you've got the three 
points there's an element of relief as well. 
But I don't think we needed to feel relief 
in terms that we didn't deserve the 
victory or that we didn't control the game 
for long periods, or that we didn't 
deserve to win it. At the same time when 
there's only one goal in it you're always 
worried that something's going to 
happen in the last minute, that 
somebody's going to slip over or that the 
referee is going to get a decision wrong, 
or that there'll be a deflection. When that 
doesn't happen there's always an 
element of relief. The winner was a good 
move. We got in behind their left-back 
with a good pass, Theo was able to skip 
away from him and found a lot of 
composure to find Danny, who timed his 
run to the near post and had a good 
pirouette. The goalkeeper expected him 
to toe it but he was able to pirouette and 
beat him at the far post. Of course I 
believed in Theo, I think he's a good 
player with good qualities, that's why I 
selected him. I'd be lying if I said I know 
these players as well as the media do, 
you have watched them many times. I 
have worked with them for one month 
and am still learning what they are really 
good at and what areas we can improve 
upon. I am delighted to be going into the 
last game knowing a positive result will 
see us through and if we do that I will be 
more than satisfied because it was a very 
difficult group. There are no easy pickings 
for us in the group and our goal is to 
make sure we don't slip from the 
standard we have set in the four games 
since I took the job. Maybe Rooney's 
presence will take the pressure off the 
existing players because he can change a 
game off his own bat.’ 

Roy Hodgson (England manager) 
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GREEKS PREVAIL 

OVER SORRY 

RUSSIANS 

With the Greek nation poised to 
shape the future of Europe’s 
financial systems as they go to 
the ballot box, their nation’s 
footballers were seemingly in 
need of a miracle to play any 
further part in shaping the 
outcome of this year’s European 
Championships. The Russian side 

went into the game off the back of a 16 game unbeaten run, needing only a point to progress from the 
group stages, and having beaten Greece at this stage of the competition in both Euro ’04 & ’08. Couple 
this with Greece being winless at major competitions since their historic night in Portugal, it was 
understandable why pundits, bookmakers and fans alike were all expecting a comfortable Russian 
victory. 
 
The game began with Greece trying to prove the doubter’s wrong, with a string of half chances. The 
best of these fell to Katsouranis as he turned a Karagounis corner goal bound, forcing a save, all be it a 
comfortable one, from the Russia keeper Malafeev. After weathering this initial storm, the Russians 
grew into the game and began to dominate possession. Zurkov produced some incisive runs down the 
Russian left flank, whilst on the opposite side of the pitch the Greek left side looked just as vulnerable 
as in their previous two games. The Russians stayed on top with efforts from Arshavin and Dzagoev 
getting ever closer, but still not troubling the Greek keeper. This theme continued through the first half 
until into stoppage time, when...GOAL!!!!! An unthreatening throw-in up the line from Greece was 
unwittingly headed on by Russian defender Ignashevich, straight into the path of Karagounis. Racing 
clear, straining every sinew of his 35 year old frame, he cuts in from the right flank to drilling home 
hard and low past a hapless Malafeev. A fine way to celebrate his Greek record equalling 120

th
 cap. 

 
Half time comes almost straight after the re-start, with some re-thinking to be done by the Russian, 
soon to be PSV Eindhoven manager Dick Advocaat. The response, on comes Roman Pavlyuchenko. The 
second half begins in a similar vein to the majority of first, with Russia holding the lion’s share of 
possession without creating any real clear cut chances. Then on 60 minutes…PENALTY! No, wait a 
minute, he’s been booked for diving! A weaving, jinking run by Karagounis sees him tripped in the box 
by the very man, Ignashevich, who had assisted with the opening goal. A clear ‘stone waller’, denied by 
Swedish whistle blower and multi-millionaire Jonas Eriksson. This decision was not out of character, as 
Rangers fans will be all too familiar with following a 2009 clash with Sevilla when another blatant 
penalty shout was turned away. It seems to raise a bigger question as to why a referee whose biggest 
game prior to these championships was a quarter final Champions League game, should be taking 
charge of such important fixtures. 
 
Whilst Karagounis’ facial expression was one more in-keeping with a Greek tragedy then a football 
match, his team were non-the-less still in front, although his booking would mean he misses out on the 
quarter final tie, should Greece hold out. On 70 minutes and with the frame of the Russian goal still 
vibrating from a Tzavellas free kick, word came through from Wroclaw that the Czechs had scored. 
Head’s began to scratch with Russia and Greece both on four points within the group, as everybody 
struggled to remember if goal difference was more important than the head to head result. Those in 
the know were quick to point out that it was the latter that mattered, which meant as things stood, 
Russia were heading out. 
 
For the final 15 minutes, Russia pegged Greece back into their own box, as the Greek bus refused to 
budge. Half chances followed, with Dzagoev again coming close, but still out of their 28 attempts on 
goal, that one incisive clear cut chance eluded the Russians. The clock ticked ever closer to full time 
before Eriksson blew to send Greece into euphoria. What had looked to be such a promising Russian 
side, were left creatively lacking and ultimately distraught. Fans leaving the ground blamed an aging 
Russian team with their starting 11 being +30. Others pointed the finger at a manager who had already 
committed to leaving his post. Either way, the Greeks did not care one bit. Even the prospect of 
meeting the Germans in the quarter final was of little significance tonight as the celebrations began. 
 
The game goes to show that the form book in major competitions is not always something to rely on. 
What many expected to be a stroll for the Russians in Warsaw, turned into a major upset. The Greeks 
may not progress much further in this competition, but then isn’t that what everybody said in 2004? 

  
James Redhead 

Twitter @JimRigg 

Saturday 16th June 2012 
National Stadium, Warsaw, Poland 

GREECE 1-0 RUSSIA 
Karagounis 45+2  

CARDS 

Karagounis 61 

Holebas 94 

Anyukov 61 

Zhirkov 69 

Dzagoev 70 

Pogrebnyak 93 

TEAMS 

Greece: Sifakis, Torossidis, Tzavellas, K. 
Papadopoulos, Maniatis, Katsouranis, 
Salpingidis (Ninis 83), Karagounis (Makos 
67), Samaras, Gekas (Holebas 64) 
Russia: Malafeev, Anyukov (Izmailov 81), 
Zhirkov, A. Berezoutsky, Ignashevich, 
Shirokov, Denisov, Glushakov 
(Pograbnyak 72), Dzagoev, Arshavin, 
Kerzhakov (Pavlyuchenko 46) 

QUOTES 

‘We are very happy, very satisfied. We 

dedicate this victory to Avraam, the 

injured player not with us right now, and 

to all Greeks. It was all about our focus – 

it was our focus and concentration that 

decided the result. We should have 

played our previous matches with the 

same concentration. We finally found this 

ingredient which is characteristic of our 

team, we had a clear plan, we had to be 

disciplined and we managed to see it 

through. From the first moment we were 

focused, we didn't allow them 

opportunities to exploit their strengths. I 

would like to congratulate all the players 

for all their efforts – this match was very 

difficult, they gave everything, if not 

more, to get us through. I have told the 

players that I completely trust them. 

Whenever Greece have been in a difficult 

position and needed a win, as against 

Croatia in qualifying, this is when the 

character of the team, of the players, 

emerges, and the response was fantastic. 

Russia are a very strong team but I'd 

noticed they need a lot of space, 

especially in the final third, to create 

chances so the first thing we wanted to 

do was concentrate on our own half, and 

not let them exploit their ability there. 

After that, whenever we had the ball we 

wanted to try and exploit the openings in 

their defence because both Anyukov and 

Zhirkov were attack-minded and they left 

some space for us. We managed that at 

one point but it wasn't easy all the time. 

Fernando Santos (Portugal coach) 
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THE CZECHS DISPOSE 

OF HOSTS POLAND 
Co-hosts Poland crashed out of the 

tournament after Wolfsburg’s Petr 

Jiracek's second-half goal ensured the 

Czech Republic sneaked into the 

quarter-finals. Czechs were outplayed 

for the majority of the first half by the 

Poles, but Michael Bilek’s side were 

inspired into action after news of 

Greece’s lead against Russia in the 

other Group A game in Warsaw 

filtered through. That score would 

have left Bilek's men needing all three points to reach the last eight and after dominating after the 

interval, Jiracek's composed finish guaranteed they topped the group, with Russia and Poland 

eliminated early. 

 

On another rainy night, with thunder and lightning making its second appearance in so many days, 

Poland were as expected cheered on by the lively home support. They nearly gave them something to 

shout about early on as the Poles hit Petr Cech’s sidenetting twice. First from Dariusz Dudka's overhead 

kick after a scramble in the box from a free-kick, then Ludovic Obraniak's free-kick from a narrow angle. 

 

Despite the Poles ferocious beginning to the game they maybe should have been behind and were 

thankful that Vaclav Pilar completely misfiring front of goal after right-back Theodor Gebre Selassie had 

picked him out with a terrific low ball into the area. Bundesliga top scorer Robert Lewandowski also 

had a great chance for Poland and should have done a lot better after slicing wide with an excellent 

chance. 

 

The chances kept on coming, the off-key Milan Baros failed to control David Limbersky's chip over the 

defence while Pilar's powerful strike from the edge of the area was gathered by Polish keeper 

Przemyslaw Tyton at the second attempt. 

 

Out for the second half, both teams knew that if the score stayed the same on the final whistle, they 

would both be eliminated. Obviously, spurred into action the Czechs responded, controlling the ball in 

the early stages but failing to create any real chances. However, due to home side’s reckless defending 

they were conceding needless free-kicks on the edge of their area. Jaroslav Plasil's excellent delivery 

found Tomas Sivok but his header was blocked and then instantly punched away by the impressive 

Tyton. 

 

The Czechs kept up their persistence and in the 72nd minute, they were rewarded with a goal, as 

Jiracek gave them a deserved lead. Baros sprinted towards goal with the ball before sliding it to Jiracek, 

who cut past Sebastian Boenisch and steadily finished past Tyton. 

 

Poland head coach Franciszek Smuda panicked and rightly so, bringing on Pawel Brozek and Adrian 

Mierzejewski immediately after but they failed to break the formidable Czech defence until the dying 

seconds. In injury time, Poland's captain and hero in the last game against Russia, Jakub Blaszczykowski 

went through on goal and scooped the ball over Cech only for Sivok to clear of f the line. The final 

whistle sounded immediately and it was cheers for the Czechs as the Polish dropped to their knees in 

anguish. Smuda resigned after the match and the failure to reach the quarter-finals. 

 

The loss is a huge disappointment for 

the Polish, who were hoping for the 

country's first European Championship 

match win. The country had rallied 

around the team since the tournament 

opened last week, and fans' hopes were 

boosted by the Poles' solid 

performances in their first two Euro 

2012 matches. 

 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Saturday 16th June 2012 
Municipal Stadium, Wroclaw, Poland 

CZECH REP 1-0 POLAND 
Jiracek 72  

CARDS 

Limbersky 12 

Plasil 87 

Pekhart 94 

Murawski  23 

Polanski  48 

Wasilewski  61 

Blaszczykowski 87 

Perquis 90 

TEAMS 

Czech Republic: Cech, Gebre Selassie, 
Limbersky, Kadlec, Sivok, Hubschman, 
Plasil, Jiracek (Rajtoral 84), Pilar (Rezek 
88), Kolar, Baros (Pekhart 91) 
Poland: Tyton, Piszczek, Boenisch, 
Wasilewski, Perquis, Dudka, Polanski 
(Grosicki 56), Blaszczykowski, Obraniak, 
Murawski, Lewandowski 

EXPERTS VIEW 

After absorbing a Polish onslaught for the 
first twenty minutes the Czechs grew in 
stature and seemed to drain all the belief 
out of the Polish side as the game wore 
on. The stock of Petr Jiracek continues to 
rise as he grabbed his second goal of the 
tournament late on which coupled with 
Greece's defeat of Russia meant that the 
Czech Republic would be unlikely group 
winners. A highly confident, if nervy, 
display, this was a result that was as 
much about vindication as it was about 
making the quarter-finals. Portugal 
awaits. 

Chris Boothroyd 
(Czech Football Writer at 

www.theczechup.wordpress.com) 
 Twitter @theCzechUp 

QUOTES 

‘My contract expires after EURO 2012 

and I had an agreement with Polish 

Football Federation president Grzegorz 

Lato that if we didn't qualify from the 

group then it wouldn't be extended. We 

have to swallow this bitter pill today. I 

think probably we were too confident 

about our chances of beating the Czechs. 

They played excellent football and scored 

a goal. We had some chances before the 

break and didn't take advantage. That's 

why we lost. On the pitch, however, we 

did something different to what had been 

said. We can't say the players didn't want 

to perhaps they were even too 

motivated. Unfortunately, we have to live 

with it. We wanted to reach the quarter-

finals but didn't manage to do it. In the 

last two-and-a-half years, we have 

created a team we can count on in the 

future. After the game with Russia, we 

said that the team was good, and people 

agreed with this as they'd played 

effectively. I believe this team has made 

great progress and can improve further. I 

really think they can qualify for the World 

Cup.’ 

Franciszek Smuda (Poland coach) 
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PODOLSKI’S 100TH CAP A MEMORABLE ONE 
Germany progressed to the quarter finals despite some nervy spells during the second half of the game 
against Denmark. Going into the game neither side were sure what result would be enough to ensure a 
safe passage to the quarter finals so it was likely that both teams would be go all out for a win. The win 
means Germany are the only team in the tournament with a 100% record and they will play Greece in 
the quarter finals.  
 
The Germans dominated for large periods of the game with Sami Khedira, Thomas Mueller and Bastian 
Schweinsteiger all having good games in midfield.  The opening goal came after 18 minutes when 
following some good play by Mueller, Lukas Podolski slotted home past Danish keeper Stephan 
Andersen. The goal celebrated Podolski’s 100

th
 cap for Germany with his 44

th
 goal for the National side. 

  
Denmark equalised completely against the run of play in the 24

th
 minute when Lars Jacobsen's corner 

was headed powerfully back across goal by Nicklas Bendtner for Michael Krohn-Dehli to head home for 
his second goal of the tournament. The German’s continued to dominate without creating any golden 
opportunities however Mario Gomez had a couple of half chances as did Khedira after some neat 
interplay with Gomez.  
 
Denmark came out in the second half and were quite obviously fired up for the challenge. They should 
have taken the lead when Bendtner set up Jakob Poulsen whose shot hit the outside of the post. The 
Danes did not allow Germany any time on the ball in the second half and although they did not create 
any great chances the Germans were on the edge during this spell. 
 

On the break Germany were 
dangerous with substitute 
Andre Schürrle bringing a fine 
save from Andersen following 
a pass from Khedira. The 
Danes should have had a 
penalty when Bendtner had 
his shirt pulled by Holger 
Badstuber when trying to get 
onto a long ball into the 
German penalty area and that 
was the changing point of the 
game as after that the Danes 
did not create any clear cut 
opportunities.  
 
The winner was scored by Lars 
Bender with 10 minutes 

remaining following a slip from Simon Poulsen and in the final few minutes only an Agger header came 
close to getting the Danes back on level terms.  
The result meant Denmark were heading home at the end of the group stages although they can be 
pleased with their performance in the so called group of death and also meant that the Germans 
topped the group with 3 wins from 3 games. It leaves them with a quarter final against Greece on 
Friday evening in Gdansk 

Andrew Waite 
Twitter @TerryWaite 

Sunday 17th June 2012 

Arena, Lviv, Lviv, Ukraine 

DENMARK 1-2 GERMANY 
Krohn-Dehli 24 Podolski 19 

Bender 80 

CARDS 

None None 

TEAMS 

Denmark: Andersen, Jakobsen, S. 

Poulsen, Agger, Kjaer, Kvist, Eriksen, J. 

Poulsen (Mikkelsen 82), Zimling (C. 

Poulsen 79), Krohn-Dehli, Bendtner 

Germany: Neuer, Bender, Hummels, 

Badstuber, Lahm, Khedira, Özil, Müller 

(Kroos 84), Schweinsteiger, Podolski 

(Schürrle 64), Gomez (Klose 74) 

QUOTES 

‘If you need a draw, you have to defend 

well and we did aside from the first goal. 

We got an equaliser and had a chance in 

the second half too. We broke their 

triangular passes in midfield a bit as the 

game went on. If you are to beat teams 

like that you need luck, but Jakob Poulsen 

hit the post in the second half. A 1-1 draw 

would have been a good result. If you 

gamble too much against a team like this  

– dynamic, fast – then they punish you. 

You keep it 1-1 and then you need a bit of 

luck – if Poulsen's shot had gone inside 

the post it would have been different. It's 

all ifs and buts – with the Portugal game 

too – but this team has a future, no 

doubt about it. We gave the ball away 

too much and we were tired. 

Compliments to the players as they've 

had a great tournament – it's just an 

issue of a few details. You look at the 

Germany team and their players are in 

the Champions League almost the whole 

year round but I think some of the players 

waved the flag today and proved they 

can rub shoulders with the best. We were 

up against a fantastic team; for a neutral, 

it must be a pleasure to watch a team 

like that.’ 

Morten Olsen (Denmark coach) 
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THE ORANJE 

CRUSHED BY 

IMPRESSIVE 

RONALDO  
Cristiano Ronaldo motivated 
Portugal’s passage into the 
quarter-finals with the two 
goals that ended the 
Netherlands depressing 
participation in the 
tournament. Ronaldo was 
mouth-watering throughout as he led his side to a last-eight date with the Czech Republic in Warsaw 
on Thursday. The Real Madrid winger responded to disapproval of his form with a great display topped 
by two goals to ensure Portugal ended Group B as runners-up behind Germany. 
 
Dutch coach Bert Van Marwijk changed the starting eleven after losses to Denmark and Germany, 
looking to Ron Vlaar to add steel to the back line, Rafael Van der Vaart to create in the middle and 
Klaas-Jan Huntelaar to head the attack up top. However, apart from a fine goal from Rafael van der 
Vaart, the Netherlands were poor, ensuring a team considered among the pre-tournament favourites 
finished bottom of Group B without winning a point. 
 
Dutch hopes of reaching the quarter-finals were grew in the 11th minute through Tottenham’s van der 
Vaart. Arjen Robben, returning from his sulk, laced a path to the edge of the area where van der Vaart 
was waiting with an inch-perfect finish into the bottom-left corner beyond the reach of the highly-rated 
goalkeeper Rui Patricio. A mistake by Ajax’s right-back Gregory van der Wiel almost saw the 
Netherlands concede the advantage but, having inexplicably passed the ball to Helder Postiga, he 
watched in relief as the Portugal striker shot wide with only goalkeeper Maarten Stekelenburg to beat. 
 
Stekelenburg was called into action and saved a well-struck header by Ronaldo, who would not be 
denied come the 28th minute. Joao Pereira’s defence-splitting pass fed through to Ronaldo and with a 
composed first touch, followed by a slick finish, the equaliser was scored. Manchester United winger 
Nani missed narrowly, but it was Portugal’s captain who was the prominent figure on the pitch as he 
twice went close to seizing the lead. 

 
Ronaldo (pictured left) was 
tormenting the Dutch defence 
with Portugal pushing for a 
second. Ronaldo continued to 
attack the Dutch early in the 
second half, but his side 
should have trailed after a 
great chance for the Oranje. 
Wesley Sneijder crossed from 
the left to the unmarked Ron 
Vlaar only for his clumsy 
attempted header to drift off-
target from close range. 
 
Portugal’s Helder Postiga had 
a goal disallowed for offside 
before Fabio Coentrao was 
denied by sharp reactions 

from Stekelenburg, who then frustrated Nani from point-blank range after a confident run by Ronaldo. 
The Portuguese wingers combined again minutes later, and this time the Dutch defenders buckled. A 
quick counter attack ended with Nani pushing through a long pass to Ronaldo who dummied his shot, 
took the ball into space and placed it home. Van der Vaart curled an effort onto the right post as 
Holland produced a strong finish, but there was still time for Ronaldo to hit the woodwork. 
 
The Dutch, a team with incredible individual talent failed to make an impact on the tournament and 
displayed the usual strife in the camp. It was the first time in more than a decade that the Dutch failed 
to get out of their group at an international tournament. Calls for coach Bert van Marwijk to be ousted 
from the job will sure to meeting him as he flies back into Holland later this week. 
 
 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Sunday 17th June 2012 
Metalist Stadium, Kharkiv, Ukraine 

PORTUGAL 2-1 HOLLAND 
Ronaldo 28, 74 van der Vaart 11 

CARDS 

Pereira 90+2 Willems 51 

van Persie 69 

TEAMS 

Portugal: Rui Patricio, Pereira, Bruno 
Alves, Pepe, Fabio Coentrao, Veloso, 
Meireles (Custodio 72), Moutinho, Nani 
(Rolando 87), Ronaldo, Postiga (Nelson 
Oliveira 64) 
Netherlands: Stekelenburg, van der Wiel, 
Willems (Afellay 67), Vlaar, Mathijsen, De 
Jong, van der Vaart, Sneijder, Robben, 
Van Persie, Huntelaar 

QUOTES 

‘I think we started quite well. After the 

back pass from Gregory there was a lot of 

uncertainty in the team. There were 

times where we had a lot of chances to 

turn the game in our favour. That 

opening defeat by Denmark was where 

the uncertainty started. We saw again 

that when we concede a goal that 

uncertainty stays there. If we'd scored a 

second we'd have been more sure of 

ourselves. Had we won that first game 

when we had so many chances we might 

have had a different team. I said before 

the game that this was a special 

situation. If you play a final or the first 

game in a tournament then a draw is OK 

as you can go for extra time and 

penalties. But we knew we had to win by 

a two-goal difference so we had to take 

that risk. At the start it went well but 

afterwards it simply didn't. We're 

disappointed; it wasn't a good game at 

all and I'm responsible for that. It's 

basically the same team that reached the 

World Cup final except for a few 

positions. We did try to make the team 

faster and younger and also to make it 

better in terms of strength in depth. I 

knew it wasn't going to be easy to do 

what we did two years ago. It has to do 

with scoring goals. An individual error got 

Portugal back into the game and the 

players who usually make the difference 

for us, for one reason or another, didn't 

really reach their level.’ 

Bert van Marwijk (Netherlands coach) 
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ITALY OVERCOME THE FIGHTING IRISH 
Italy qualified for the quarter-finals of the European Championship after Antonio Cassano and Mario 

Balotelli scored in each half in a 2-0 victory over Ireland on Monday.  

 

Ireland winger Damien Duff earned his 100th cap and was given the captain’s armband by Robbie 

Keane to celebrate the milestone. Trapattoni fielded the same lineup from an opening 3-1 defeat to 

Croatia, which contained the bulk of the players who helped the Irish qualify for the Euros for the first 

time in 24 years. 

 

Italy coach Cesare Prandelli made four changes from the Azzurri’s opening two games. Most notably, Di 

Natale replaced Balotelli alongside Cassano in attack. Also, Ignazio Abate, Andrea Barzagli and Federico 

Balzaretti came on in defence, allowing Daniele De Rossi to move back to his natural position in 

midfield. 

 

Cassano headed in with his back to the goal by the near post following a corner kick in the 35th minute 

on a warm and muggy night at the Municipal Stadium Poznan. Balotelli came on as a substitute and 

doubled the lead in the 90th, a minute after Ireland was reduced to 10 men with Keith Andrews picking 

up his second yellow card. Still, Italy had to wait a few moments after the final whistle to celebrate 

after receiving word that Spain beat Croatia 1-0 in the other group match. Italy will meet England, 

Sunday in Kiev. 

 
The victory ended a five-match winless streak for Italy, which began the tournament with two draws 

following three friendly losses. Italy controlled the match for long stretches but Ireland — managed by 

former Azzurri coach Giovanni Trapattoni — threatened often with counterattacks. 

 
Ireland goalkeeper Shay Given got his hand to Cassano’s header but couldn’t prevent it from going in. 

Cassano fell ill with stroke-like symptoms on AC Milan’s team plane in October and then required minor 

heart surgery. He was out for five months and has said repeatedly that he thought he might never 

recover. 

 
Cassano also stood out for Italy at Euro 2004, but was left off the Azzurri’s last two World Cup squads 

by former coach Marcello Lippi. Balotelli’s goal was a work of art, with the 21-year-old striker 

acrobatically wrapping his shot around defender John O’Shea in mid air, as he met a corner kick from 

Alessandro Diamanti. Having started Italy’s opening two matches; Balotelli replaced Antonio Di Natale 

in the 74th. 

 
With the temperature hovering at 30 degrees Celsius, half the stadium was filled with green-clad Irish 

fans — even with their team already assured of going home — while there was only a small pocket of 

Italian supporters. 

 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Monday 18th June 2012 
Municipal Stadium, Poznan, Poland 

ITALY 2-0 
REP OF 

IRELAND 
Cassano 35 
Balotelli 90 

 

CARDS 

Balzaretti 28 

De Rossi 71 

Buffon 73 

Andrews 36 

O’Shea 39 

St Ledger 84 

Andrews 88 

TEAMS 

Italy: Buffon, Abate, Barzagli, Chiellini 
(Bonucci 57), Balzaretti, Pirlo, Marchisio, 
Motta, De Rossi, Cassano (Diamanti 63), 
Di Natale (Balotelli 75) 
Republic of Ireland: Given, O’Shea, 
Dunne, St Ledger, Ward, Duff, Andrews, 
Whelan, McGeady (Long 65), Keane (Cox 
86), Doyle (Walters 76) 

QUOTES 

‘I think this evening we played much 

better than against Spain and Croatia. 

We played with more personality. Again 

the goals were soft, coming from two 

corners, but I am proud of our 

commitment. Italy beat us but we upheld 

our honour – maybe they deserved to win 

as they didn't make many mistakes. The 

first 30 minutes we played very well. The 

main feeling now among the senior 

players is great disappointment – we will 

have to wait and see what happens in 

terms of if they want to play on or not. 

We have to hope we can do better 

because we played well tonight and gave 

them a tough game. I think the fans have 

been absolutely exceptional – they've 

always supported us. We gave everything 

we could, we gave a lot of heart and soul 

on the pitch tonight for the fans. I had 

more faith that we could do better than 

we did. Italy are well aware of their 

strengths and just how good they are. 

We're often talking about Spanish 

players, about how they have great skill 

and creativity, but Italian players have 

very good basic technique – they don't 

misplace passes. We conceded a corner 

from a misplaced pass, Italy don't do this 

and grow in confidence. Italy could go all 

the way but there are other strong sides.’ 

Giovanni Trapattoni (Ireland manager) 
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SPANISH SUBS 

RUIN BILIC’S 

LAST STAND  
A last-gasp goal from Jesus 

Navas earned Spain their 

place in the Euro 2012 

quarter-finals as Group C 

winners as they beat Croatia 

1-0 to send Slaven Bilic's men 

crashing out the tournament 

in his final game in charge. 

 

As predicted the Spanish enjoyed the majority of possession in the first-half, but Croatia did threaten 

on the counter, with Luka Modric doing well in the opening stages to try and get his side forward. 

 

After just 15 minutes though Vicente del Bosque's men had already enjoyed 73% of the possession, and 

that statistic hardly changed throughout the first-half, although the defending champions struggled to 

find a way through the Croatian back-line. 

 

Torres showed signs of life midway through the first period after doing really well out wide before 

ghosting past his marker and cutting in at goal from the by-line, but the striker had no one to aim at in 

the area and instead went for goal, but the angle was too tight and the keeper managed to get in a 

block. 

 

A few minutes later and Croatia got their first shot on target, Danijel Pranjic able to run onto a 

wonderful through ball from the midfield, but he couldn't get enough contact on his shot and Iker 

Casillas was able to get down to make the save. 

 

Right on the hour mark Croatia had a golden opportunity to take the lead as Modric did quite brilliantly 

out wide, breaking through on goal before clipping the ball over to the far-post where Rakitić was 

waiting completely unmarked, but the midfielder couldn't get the proper contact on his effort and 

ended up heading straight at the goalkeeper. 

 

Spain looked destined to snatch the three points with 10 minutes of normal time to go as they broke 

forward five-on-four, yet somehow the score remained level as Iniesta's through ball got caught up on 

the heels of Navas, with the ball eventually skipping through to the Croatian goalkeeper who gratefully 

scooped up possession. 

 

However, with just two minutes of normal time remaining the Spanish struck, Andres Iniesta getting on 

the end of a clever chip over the defence before cutting the ball back to Navas who rifled home into an 

empty net. 

 

As Slaven Bilic (pictured below) sat down for his post-match interview with Croatian television after the 

narrow defeat against the world and European champions, there were no excuses or talk of a "moral 

victory". Calm but visibly dejected, the manager just said: "I'd like to congratulate my players, it was a 

heroic game." 

 

And then he added: "But I've 

said before that we were here to 

win the Euros, and tonight we 

failed. The fact that we 

performed admirably is not 

much of a consolation. We didn't 

come here to make a good 

impression, but to get a result." 

 

 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Monday 18th June 2012 
Arena Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland 

CROATIA 0-1 SPAIN 
 Navas 88 

CARDS 

Corluka 27 

Srna 44 

Strinic 53 

Jelavic 91 

Mandzukic 91 

 

TEAMS 

Croatia: Pletikosa, Srna, Schildenfled, 
Corluka, Strinic, Rakitić, Modric, 
Vukojevic (Eduardo 81), Pranjic (Perisic 
65), Vida (Jelavic 66), Mandzukic 
Spain: Casillas, Arbeloa, Alba, Pique, 
Ramos, Xavi (Negredo 89), Busquets, 
Alonso, David Silva (Fabregas 73), Torres 
(Navas 61), Iniesta 

QUOTES 

‘We had our plan. We were playing the 

world and European champions – a team 

hungry for trophies – and we tried to 

neutralise them. We were waiting for 

them at the back in the first half; we 

weren't keen to attack them at that 

stage. We waited for the last 30 minutes 

of the game to take risks. Spain had a 

hard time against us. We could have won 

tonight, we went close. It isn't easy to 

play against them but we knew we would 

have two or three chances. We had a 

clear one with Rakitić. That's an 

opportunity you really have to take 

against Spain. We deserved a more 

positive result. Our plan has not been 

achieved but my players can go home 

feeling proud. They were great, not just 

in this game but in the others too, in 

what was a very strong group. I didn't 

expect that this would be my last match. I 

was sure we would go through. But to 

play Spain is not easy, they are such a 

good tactical side. I will leave here and 

join my new team [FC Lokomotiv 

Moscow] in the next few days, and I 

would like to say thank you to the 

Croatian Football Federation for taking a 

chance on me six years ago when I was a 

young coach without much experience. 

There were never any problems with the 

players or the staff in these six years. I 

enjoyed every minute. I will go on as a 

coach but will never be as proud as I am 

now because being national coach is a 

unique experience. I may be leaving but I 

can assure you that you haven't seen the 

last of this Croatian side yet.’ 

Slaven Bilic (Croatia head coach) 
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IBRA WONDER GOAL CONDEMNS FRENCH TO SECOND 
Erik Hamren's Sweden side finally held onto a lead at the third time of asking to pick up their first 
points of the tournament, while defeat means Laurent Blanc's French side finish second in the group. 
 

Laurent Blanc made two changes from the 2-0 win over co-hosts Ukraine, with Hatem Ben Arfa starting 
for the first time in the competition in place of Jeremy Menez, who is a booking away from suspension. 
Yann M'Vila returned from injury to replace another Newcastle United star in the French ranks, Yohan 
Cabaye, who has been struggling with a leg problem this week. The Swedes also made two 
replacements from their last game, a 3-2 defeat at the hands of England, with Rasmus Elm and Johan 
Elmander being forced out with Ola Toivonen and Emir Bajrami coming into the side. 
 

The opening stages saw France create a number of chances for itself as firstly Karim Benzema slipped 
Ben Arfa beyond the last man but the Magpies man tried an ambitious shot from a tight angle, skewing 
the ball off-target. Ribéry had a brilliant chance to give his side the lead. After some poor defensive 
work from Andreas Granqvist, who failed to clear the danger on two occasions, the Bayern Munich 
man pounced on the loose ball but saw his shot from an acute angle blocked by Andreas Isaksson. 
 

The second half brought a different story, as substitute Christian Wilhelmsson made a big impact on 
the game by controlling a long ball with a magnificent touch before beating Debuchy, he then delivers 
to the back post where Larsson tested Lloris with a good volley. The French keeper saved well but was 
helpless to deny Ibrahimović from scoring the opening goal. The Sunderland winger who went close 
moments earlier crossed from the right and the AC Milan player acrobatically volleyed into the back of 
the net five minutes before the hour-mark. 
 

Sweden immediately searched for a second with Blanc surely aware of the news that England had also 
taken the lead against Ukraine, and Hamren's side looking dangerous, he needed his side to respond 
and decided to bring Florent Malouda on for Ben Arfa. Soon after Nasri narrowly missed the target 
from the edge of the box but it was more woe for the manager as Mexes picked up a yellow which sees 
him miss their next game. 
 

With 20 minutes left to find the two goals that would send them top, at that stage, Benzema was 
denied a shot on goal thanks to brilliant tracking from Jonas Olsson before M'Vila tired his luck from 
outside the box, stinging the palms of Isaksson and winning a corner in the process - which France 
wasted. 
 

Sweden's defence continued to hold firm at time ran-out for Les Bleus, with Mellberg denying Mexes 
with a brave last-ditch tackle with 10 minutes remaining. Then, Jeremy Menez was thrown into the 
fray, and he would have made an instant contribution if it wasn't for Isaksson's foot. Another 
substitute, Oliver Giroud, also almost scored with his first touch from the resulting corner, but headed 
over the bar. The French loss was confirmed when Sweden added a late second in injury time through 
Larsson, who smashed a volley into an empty net after Wilhelmsson's initial effort hit the crossbar, 
giving the Swedes their first victory against France since 1969 and handing Blanc an unenviable 
quarter-final with Spain. 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Tuesday 19th June 2012 
Olympic Stadium, Kiev, Ukraine 

SWEDEN 2-0 FRANCE 
Ibrahimović 54 
Larsson 90+1 

 

CARDS 

Svensson 70 

Holmen 80 

Mexes 68 

TEAMS 

Sweden: Isaksson, Granqvist, Martin 
Olsson, Jonas Olsson, Mellberg, Svensson 
(Holmen 79), Kallstrom, S. Larsson, 
Bajrami (Wilhelmsson 46), Ibrahimović, 
Toivonen (Wernbloom 78) 
France: Lloris, Debuchy, Rami, Mexes, 
Clichy, Nasri (Menez 78), Diarra, M’Vila 
(Giroud 83), Ben Arfa (Malouda 59), 
Ribéry, Benzema 

QUOTES 

‘We were prepared for a tough game. Did 

we think it was going be as difficult as it 

was going turned out be? No we didn't 

expect that. We were weak in certain 

areas of the pitch, too weak in the tackle. 

Sweden put everything into the game, 

they were better prepared physically and 

they have a player who can make the 

difference – a lot of factors that meant 

we couldn't win. We are very 

disappointed. We struggled throughout 

the game but we did cause problems for 

Sweden, it was a very open game. You 

might have thought it was two sides 

trying to qualify but only one side went 

out and won, and that was Sweden. I 

don't think we struggled going forward, 

we struggled at the back and in midfield. 

Sweden had a big physical impact. We 

hoped in the second half their intensity 

would drop but that wasn't the case. We 

conceded a lot of space but we also 

created a lot of chances so we could have 

had a 1-1, a 2-1 or even a 2-2. I think you 

always have to be optimistic. Of course 

we are disappointed with the result, we 

wanted a different result. We are 

disappointed of course, but the most 

important thing is we qualified for the 

quarter-finals. Even though Sweden 

played well, they are going home 

tomorrow. We need to stay optimistic, 

we didn't make thing easy for ourselves. 

It is not the easiest thing to play Spain at 

the moment, we have to be rested and 

need a really good performance to beat 

them. Be we are going to focus and are 

going to fight. Tomorrow will be more 

optimistic than tonight and I hope by 

Saturday we will be at a higher level.’ 

Laurent Blanc (France coach) 
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ENGLAND LUCKILY MOVE ON AGAINST THE CO-HOSTS 

Wayne Rooney returned from suspension to head a 48th minute winner for England as Ukraine lacked 
the cutting edge required to see them through to a quarter-final tie against Italy on Sunday evening. 
  
Ukraine dominated possession throughout the first-half while England’s midfield pair, Steven Gerrard 
and Scott Parker were relegated to the role of onlookers. But with Andriy Shevchenko out injured the 
Ukrainian front line of Milevski and Devic failed to generate any real threat on the England goal. 
Garmash thrashed a shot over the England bar on five minutes before Yarmolenko wasted a chance 
four minutes later when a deflected ball over the top found him in acres of space. Selin then burst 
down the left, whipping a low ball in to Devic who saw his shot blocked away by John Terry. England 
did find one chance on 24 minutes Gerrard delivered an out-swinging free kick that just eluded Wayne 
Rooney’s run to the near post. Pyatov then flapped at the ball, scooping it away from Terry who was 
lurking at the back post. 
  
Rooney, had energy but clearly rusty, misplaced a header from Ashley Young’s cross from the left. And 
that would be the nearest Roy Hodgson’s men would come to a goal in the first half. Yarmolenko 
should have made the breakthrough on the half hour mark but Joe Hart got down well to the winger’s 
rather meek effort after England had been opened up by Devic and Milevski. This ended 45 minutes in 
which Ukraine has continually failed to breach an England defence, despite their superiority. 
  
But if England fans were dispirited by their team’s first half performance they had reason to celebrate 
three minutes in to the second half. Gerrard’s corner was returned to him after Tymoschuk initially 
headed clear and the Liverpool man beat his defender before sending in a cross that Pyatov horribly 
failed to deal with. As the ball sailed through the Ukrainian defence Rooney was at the back post to 
head into an empty net. A terrible misjudgement by the Ukraine’s third-choice goalkeeper. 
  
Needing a win to progress, the hosts dutifully returned to attack, but in the 53rd minute Gerrard broke 
out, chasing a cleared corner before delivering a first time ball that split the Ukrainian defence and sent 
Rooney clean through. Perhaps, if fully fit, Rooney might have ended the contest, but he was chased 
down and smothered by the recovering Ukraine defence. On the hour mark Ukraine should have been 
back in it when Yarmolenko’s wonderful cross was flicked over the bar from point blank range by 
Milevski. And the sense that it might not be Ukraine’s night was exacerbated moments later when 
Devic was played through, only to see Terry hook his half blocked shot off the line. Replays would show 
that the fifth official, on the goal-line, got it wrong. The ball had crossed the line and it should have 
been the goal that the Ukrainians deserved. 
  
In a highly entertaining game, it demanded the introduction of the Ukraine’s veteran talisman, Andriy 
Shevchenko and with 20 minutes remaining he replaced Devic to thunderous applause. Within minutes 
England had escaped another close call. Konoplyanka hit a 30 yarder that moved wickedly in the air, 
almost deceiving Hart. The England keeper somehow managed to get a hand to it and, as the ball 
dropped before a gaping goalmouth, Lescott cleared from the in-rushing Milevski. 
  
England held out, winning through to the quarter-finals with far more comfort than the overall quality 
of their performance deserved. But the main talking point will be the cry for goal-line technology 
getting louder for the reaction of FIFA’s Sepp Blatter, because the experiment with five officials 
obviously has not been a success in this case. 
 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Tuesday 19th June 2012 
Donbass Stadium, Donetsk, Ukraine 

ENGLAND 1-0 UKRAINE 
Rooney 48  

CARDS 

Gerrard 73 

Cole 78 

Tymoschuk 63 

Rakitskiy 74 

TEAMS 

England: Hart, Johnson, Cole, Terry, 
Lescott, Parker, Gerrard, Milner (Walcott 
70), Young, Welbeck (Carroll 82), Rooney 
(Oxlade-Chamberlain 87) 
Ukraine: Pyatov, Gusev, Selin, 
Khacheridi, Rakitskiy, Tymoschuk, 
Konoplyanka, Yarmolenko, Garmash 
(Nazarenko 78), Milevski (Butko 77), 
Devic (Shevchenko 70) 

QUOTES 

‘I want to thank my team as we played a 
very good game. Even the coach of 
England said they were luckier than us. I 
want to thank the whole of Ukraine and 
all our supporters. We couldn't do what 
we expected, but I don't feel ashamed of 
this team. First we conceded a lucky goal, 
and then we played a very good game. 
England only went forward from 
counterattacks. In the second half, they 
had no chances. We had a big advantage. 
England only had a few set pieces. We 
had lots of shots on target, but we 
weren't lucky. Maybe I'm not lucky for 
our team. Against France, we suffered 
from a lack of passion, but the game 
today was much better; there was music 
in our dressing room before the game. 
Voronin chose the music – a great song 
about the Euros. I think that was a really 
good decision, but I am sorry how 
everything went. That's football, though: 
somebody loses, someone wins. This 
team has lots of potential. Against a 
team like England, to play pressing 
football in the 93rd minute is great. We 
have lots of young players, who will stay 
in this team.’ 

Oleg Blokhin (Ukraine coach) 
 

‘All we seem to do is talk about 
expectations. It's more important to talk 
about how the team has conducted itself 
in the tournament. It's been a really good 
tournament for us and we've enjoyed 
every minute of it. The fans who've 
followed us around have always found 
themselves in a big minority. They've 
made a fantastic effort to support us, as 
have the people back home. So, for us, 
it's not really a question of expectations. 
We just want to keep going, enjoy this 
tournament as long as we can, play as 
well as we can and who knows where it 
will take us? Rooney's got character, 
hasn't he? You know what Rooney is, you 
know what Rooney can do. You know his 
qualities, and once again tonight he 
showed them in abundance. He put in an 
extremely disciplined performance’ 

Roy Hodgson (England manager) 
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Two goals versus the Netherlands this 

week gains Portugal captain Cristiano 

Ronaldo the EURO 2012 player of the 

week award. He is currently leading all 

players with shots on target (13) and has 

eight off target, so the Czech Republic 

will have to try and cut the attacks and 

shots out to progress in the tournament. A frustrated figure in Portugal's 

first two matches of, Ronaldo finally cut loose against the Oranje with two 

quality goals and a hail of additional shots in an excellent performance.  

Things had not gone as well for the Real Madrid CF man in his two 

previous outings, however, as none of his eight strikes on target found 

the back of the net. Indeed, in what is an indication of his perseverance, 

Ronaldo's 

opener against 

the Netherlands 

came from his 

14th attempt of 

the finals. 

Overall, he had 

12 efforts, 

blocked shots 

included, in the 

2-1 triumph 

over the Oranje, 

the most in an 

European 

Championship 

finals fixture by 

any player since 

1980. 

FINAL EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP 2012 GROUP TABLES 
GROUP  A 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 Czech Republic 3 2 0 1 4 5 6 

2 Greece 3 1 1 1 3 3 4 

3 Russia 3 1 1 1 5 3 4 

4 Poland 3 0 2 1 2 3 2 

GROUP  B 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 Germany 3 3 0 0 5 2 9 

2 Portugal 3 2 0 1 5 4 6 

3 Denmark 3 1 0 2 4 5 3 

4 Netherlands 3 0 0 3 2 5 0 

GROUP  C 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 Spain 3 2 1 0 6 1 7 

2 Italy 3 1 2 0 4 2 5 

3 Croatia 3 1 1 1 4 3 4 

4 Rep. of Ireland 3 0 0 3 1 9 0 

GROUP  D 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 England 3 2 1 0 5 3 7 

2 France 3 1 1 1 3 3 4 

3 Ukraine 3 1 0 2 2 4 3 

4 Sweden 3 1 0 2 5 5 3 
  

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP 2012 – TOP SCORERS 

ALAN DZAGOEV 
(RUSSIA) 

3 GOALS 

 

MARIO GOMEZ 
(GERMANY) 

3 GOALS 

 

MARIO 
MANDZUKIC 

(CROATIA) 

3 GOALS 

 
 

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP 2012 – TOP ASSISTS 

ANDREI ARSHAVIN (RUSSIA) 
STEVEN GERRARD (ENGLAND) 

DAVID SILVA (SPAIN) 

3 ASSISTS 
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 THURSDAY 21ST JUNE  FRIDAY 22ND JUNE 

QUARTER-FINALS 

CZECH REPUBLIC vs. PORTUGAL 
The Czechs, you could say, are the surprise of tournament. After a 
heavy defeat to Russia in the opening game a lot of pundits and 
fans wrote them off, but a great resurgence in their last two games 
has them facing Cristiano Ronaldo in the quarters. Now Portugal, in 
their last two games Ronaldo finally came to life and he will be the 
man to watch.  
 
The Portuguese are looking strong, from goalkeeper to midfield but 
the lack of strikers is a worry.  The Czechs will cause some problems 
to Pepe and Bruno Alves but will be suspect to the pace of Nani and 
Ronaldo, like every other team in the tournament would be. Look 
for the Czech’s to defend deep with the odd counter attack of their 
own, while Portugal will attack from the off and go for blood. 
 
DANGER MAN: Cristiano Ronaldo - Portugal 

 QUARTER-FINALS 

GERMANY vs. GREECE 
The incredibly disciplined Greeks take over the strong German side in 
what should be a barn-burner.  Can Podolski, Klose and co. get 
through the resilient Greece midfield and defence; a team that only 
concede five goals in all of qualifying. 
 
The Germans were one of the top scorers and have looked 
unstoppable in this tournament making themselves the favourites to 
take the trophy, and rightfully so with three wins in three games. 
Germany have a strong starting eleven and strong bench with 
excellent talents like Mario Gotze waiting in line to step in. 
 
To make matters worse for the Greeks, Germany has the joint top 
scorer of the tournament up top, Mario Gomez of Bayern Munich. 
 
DANGER MAN: Mario Gomez - Germany 

     

SATURDAY 23RD JUNE  SUNDAY 24TH JUNE 

QUARTER-FINALS 

SPAIN vs. FRANCE 
What a midfield display this match will be.  Spain have impressed in 
one match so far (4-0 win over the lowly Republic of Ireland) and 
France were undefeated in twenty-three games before Tuesday’s 
2-0 defeat to Sweden.  
 
Yohan Cabaye was missing for France that day, but should return 
and will provide a thrilling contest with Xavi in the middle. All eyes 
will be on Karim Benzema to finally open his goalscoring account 
against the country where he plies his trade for Real Madrid. 
 
DANGER MAN: Karim Benzema - France 

 QUARTER-FINALS 

ENGLAND vs. ITALY 
Roy Hodgson’s men still undefeated under the new manager look to 
take advantage of the weak squad the Italians have brought over.  The 
Azzurri would be also looking on the England squad as not as strong as 
previous tournaments.  
 
Italy have seemed to drop the defensive outlook and have become a 
more attacking force in the Euros. Fitfy-two shots have been 
attempted to England’s twenty-seven, with thirty on target for the 
Azzurri to the Three Lions’ fifteen. 
 
The winners face Germany or Greece in the semi’s. 
 
DANGER MAN: Wayne Rooney – England (pictured below) 
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CONCACAF: Three and half spots will be up for grabs for the region’s 35 teams. The 

ten lowest ranked member associations contested Round 1 in June and July 2011. 

Round 3 is competed as a round-robin competition split into three groups. The top 

two teams from each of the three groups in Round 3 of qualifying from the North, 

Central American and Caribbean Zone will meet in the region’s traditional ‘hexagonal’ 

stage. These six teams will meet in a home-and-away format between 6 February and 

15 October 2013 with the top three sides qualifying directly for the World Cup finals. 

The fourth-placed team will face a home-and-away intercontinental play-off for a 

potential fourth CONCACAF spot at Brazil 2014. 

 

GROUP A – Wednesday 13th June 2012 

Antigua & Barbuda 0-0 Jamaica 
This was a match hyped up the to the 
maximum, as both teams – who are 
fierce rivals – prepared to go head to 
head with their respective supporters 
travelling in numbers. However, it 
didn’t quite live up to its expectations 
as Antigua, on home soil, managed to 
battle out a well fought draw against 
neighbours Jamaica. Peter Byers, the 
Antigua forward, was tipped to shine 
against the makeshift Jamaican 
backline yet never really mustered up 
any sort of threat. Meanwhile, Jamaica 
striker Lucas Shelton – who was also 
predicted to cause chaos to the home 
defence – failed to make the impact 
that his side were craving. There were 
few clear cut chances, and the Reggae 
Boyz would have been the happier of 
the two as they now operate second 
spot with four points. 

Guatemala 1-1 USA 
GUA: Pappa 81 - USA: Dempsey 39’ 

Guatemala were the underdogs heading 

into this match yet they managed to bag 

an impressive point against a United 

States outfit on the back of a convincing 

and classy win against Antigua. Fulham 

star Clint Dempsey struck in the first half, 

but to most people’s surprise – 

Guatemala hit back with Marco Pappa 

(pictured top right) netting with just nine 

minutes left. The USA won’t be too 

disheartened with the draw as they still 

retain the number one spot in Group A, 

but it could prove to come back and 

haunt them as they continue their search 

for progression to the fourth round. 

GROUP B – Wednesday 13th June 2012 

Guyana 0-4 Costa Rica 
CRC: Saborio 20, 26, & 52, Campbell 72’ 

Poor Guyana. They were hammered 4-
0 by a stylish, solid and ruthless Costa 
Rican team lead by frontman Alvaro 
Saborio – who played out of his skin 
netting a fine hat-trick to help brush 
aside a lacklustre, yet spirited Guyana 
side.  The promising Arsenal youngster 
Joel Campbell completed the rout later 
in the second period, and it was a 
routine win in the end for Costa Rica in 
what was a very one-sided affair. 

El Salvador 1-2 Mexico 
ELS: Pacheco 64 - MEX: Zavala 60, Moreno 80 

Mexico made it two wins out of two with 

a comfortable victory over El Salvador. 

After dispatching Guyana 3-1 last Friday 

night, the Mexicans headed into this 

encounter in full force.  Jesus Zavala and 

Hector Moreno were on target for the 

visitors as they now sit on six points at 

the summit of their group, a clear two 

points ahead of Costa Rica on four 

points. 

GROUP C – Wednesday 13th June 2012 

Canada 0-0 Honduras 
This game is another example of two 
very able and talented sides going face 
to face but producing a tie of no real 
key talking points. No goals and no real 
highlights. I expected Canada’s Oliver 
Occean, who scored the winning goal 
against Cuba last Friday night, to be 
more of a danger but he couldn’t get 
into the game as Honduras remained 
compact and disciplined. There was no 
catalyst who individual who was willing 
to step up and dictate the play, exploit 
the spaces. 0-0 was a fair result in the 
end. 

Panama 1-0 Cuba 
CUB: Barahona 57 

Panama remain in top spot on six points 

as they kept up their fantastic record in 

round three so far with another win, this 

time against Cuba. Atlético Huila hitman 

Nelson Barahona was the man who made 

the difference as he fired home in the 

57
th

 minute to break Cuban hearts and 

indeed heap more misery on Chandler 

Gonzalez’s men was they operate 

bottom place in Group C. 
 

 
 

GROUP A 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 USA 2 1 1 0 4 2 4 

2 JAMAICA 2 1 1 0 2 1 4 

3 GUATEMALA 2 0 1 1 2 3 1 

4 ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 2 0 1 1 1 3 1 
 

GROUP B 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 MEXICO 2 2 0 0 5 2 6 

2 COSTA RICA 2 1 1 0 6 2 4 

3 EL SALVADOR 2 0 1 1 3 4 1 

4 GUYANA 2 0 0 2 1 7 0 
 

GROUP C 
POS COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 PANAMA 2 2 0 0 3 0 6 

2 CANADA 2 1 1 0 1 0 4 

3 HONDURAS 2 0 1 1 0 2 1 

4 CUBA 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 
 

The next set of fixtures will be played on 7th September 

later this year. In Group A, Jamaica will host the U.S in 

what promises to be an exciting match while Antigua will 

travel to Guatemala. Group B will see the Costa Ricans 

taken on in-form Mexico and Guyana, who are yet to taste 

victory so far, challenge El Salvador. And finally in Group C, 

bottom placed Cuba play Honduras while Canada face 

Panama in Toronto. Whatever happens, I’m sure the next 

set of games will prove just as entertaining as the other so 

far. 
  

Nathan Carr 
Twitter @caribbeanftbl 

Website - thehomeofcaribbeanfootball.wordpress.com 
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CORINTHIANS TAKE 

FIRST BLOOD 

Emerson Sheik scored a crucial away 
goal before being shown the red card 
to make Corinthians the favourites to 
reach the final next week.  
 
To start of the intense game, Santos 
began with buoyancy and looked 
determined as they began to pass the 
ball about at ease at the Vila Belmiro. 
In the 28th minute, Paulinho broke 
from midfield, dragging both 
Henrique and Edu Dracena out of defence. He fed the ball towards Emerson, who had cut in from the 
left wing and collected the pass on the edge of the box. With time to set himself, he curved a stunning 
effort into the top corner to leave goalkeeper Rafael sprawling. 
 
Following the half time interval, Santos returned to the field looking reinvigorated and goalkeeper 
Cassio Ramos was quickly called into action and prevented Santos equalising on several occasions. 
Santos were persistent but as they frantically searched for the equaliser, Corinthians also had a good 
shout for a penalty turned away.  Alessandro and Neymar were both booked during a scrappy phase in 
the game before Corinthians’ goalscoring hero, Emerson, was shown a second yellow card for a bad 
tackle on Neymar which gave the referee no choice but to send him off. 
 
Santos did have chances to get a leveller but to no avail. At this stage of the competition results count 
and Corinthians will be pleased to take a one goal advantage back to their own ground when these two 
sides face each other next Wednesday. 

Wednesday 13th June 2012 

SANTOS 0-1 CORINTHIANS 
 Emerson 28 

CARDS 

Neymar 76 Leandro Castan 36   

Emerson 57 77 

Alessandro 71 

Cassio 90 

Chicao 90 

TEAMS 

Santos: Rafael, Henrique, Edu Dracena, 
Durval, Juan, Elano (Borges 46), Arouca 
(Felipe Anderson 82), Adriano, Ganso, 
Neymar, Alan Kardec (Dimba 90) 
Corinthians: Cassio, Alessandro, Chicao, 
Leandro, Fabio Santos, Danilo, Ralf, 
Paulinho, Alex (Wallace 90), Jorge 
Henrique, Emerson 
 

 
   

 

BOCA HAVE 

ONE FOOT IN 

THE FINAL 

Santiago Silva and Juan 
Sanchez Mino were both 
on target as Boca Juniors 
recorded an impressive 2-0 
victory at home to 
Universidad de Chile.  
 
Due to some pre-match 
merriment, fans setting off 
fireworks, the kick-off was 
delayed for several minutes 
while the match officials 

waited for the smoke to clear.  Once they got underway, Universidad looked to get forward whenever 
possible but it was the home side that looked more threatening and they subsequently took the lead. 
 
Pablo Mouche got some space down the right with his pace, and his cross was met by Silva who 
smashed the ball past Jonny Herrera to send the Bombonera into raptures. Universidad continued to 
push forward, but found it a frustrating exercise as the unbeatable Boca backline refused to give the 
Chileans a moment's respite.  
 
The second goal arrived on 55 minutes. Herrera did well to parry Erviti's effort but he could do nothing 
to stop Juan Sanchez Mino who slammed home the rebound. Boca were on top form, but failed to take 
advantage of the momentum of the goal due to another fireworks display. The smoke created a hazy 
fog over the Bombonera and pitch visibility was fading. Both Juan Roman Riquelme and Rolando Schiavi 
went to the terraces and pleaded with fans to stop lighting flares and fireworks. The game did resume 
but, like the fireworks, it fizzled out. 
  
The Argentines can advance to the final with a draw or even a 1-0 loss next week in Santiago, Chile. 
Meanwhile, Universidad is trying to become the first Chilean team to reach the final since 1991. 

 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 

Thursday 14th June 2012 

BOCA 
JUNIORS 

2-0 
UNIVERSIDAD 

DE CHILE 
Silva 15 
Mino 55 

 

CARDS 

Roncaglia  22 

Insaurralde  30 

Somoza  78 

Gonzalez  68 

TEAMS 

Boca Juniors: Orion, Roncaglia, Schiavi, 
Insaurralde, Sanchez, Somoza, Erviti, 
Ledesma (Chavez 79), Riquelme, Nicholas 
(Cvitanich 81), Silva 
Universidad de Chile: Herrera, Gonzalez, 
Acevedo, Rojas, Rodriguez (Magalhaes 
58), Aranguiz, Diaz, Mena, Henriquez 
(Ubilla 73), Da Silva, Lorenzetti (Ruidiaz 
82) 
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Friday 15th June 2012 

Lanús 0-0 Unión de Santa Fe 

In a poor match that featured two 

cautious sides, it finished goalless with 

not many chances to talk about. Lanus 

gave a great ovation for Mariano 

Pavone who is leaving to play for Cruz 

Azul in Mexico.  

San Martín 2-1 Newell's Old Boys 

Diego Garcia put San Martin ahead 
within a minute of kick-off, before 
Gaston Caprari doubled the advantage in 
the 26th minute. Pablo Perez pulled one 
back five minutes later, but any hopes of 
a comeback were effectively ended when 
Santiago Vergini saw red nine minutes 
from time. Although they remain just 
two points off the top, with the three 
teams above them having played a game 
less it would take a miracle for Newell's 
to finish top. 

Saturday 16th June 2012 

Belgrano de Córdoba 3-1 Banfield 
Diego De Souza Carballo opened the 
scoring within moments of kick-off, but 
Frederico Almerares levelled five 
minutes before the break and half-time 
substitute Lucas Melano bagged a 
quickfire double midway through the 
second period. 

Estudiantes 1-0 Olimpo 
Estudiantes grab the win in the second 

half with the only goal of the game, in 

the 51st-minute from Gabriel Mercado. 

Vélez Sarsfield 0-1 Tigre 
Carlos Luna's strike in the 79th minute put Tigre top of the table, two points ahead 
of Boca Juniors and three in front of Arsenal Sarandi, who played on Sunday. Velez, 
who had Fabian Cubero sent off in the 68th minute, were left five points off the top, 
one point behind Newell's Old Boys, who are also now out of the race. 

Sunday 17th June 2012 

Argentinos Juniors 1-0 All Boys 
Newell's ended its game against 
Argentinos with just seven men on the 
field after four of its players were sent 
off, while Argentinos had two players 
given red cards. Juan Jose Morales got 
the only goal of the game for 
Argentinos in the 73rd. 

Independiente 0-0 San Lorenzo 
San Lorenzo's failure to win means it is in 

the automatic relegation place and needs 

to win next weekend and hope others 

slip up. Independiente had Julian 

Velazquez sent off in the 49th minute but 

San Lorenzo failed to capitalise. 

Atlético Rafaela 4-2 Racing Club 
Rafaela moved above San Lorenzo in 

the relegation league with its win. 

Cesar Carignano opened the scoring in 

the 36th from the penalty spot, before 

goals from Bruno Zuculini and Lucas 

Castro turned the game in Racing's 

favour. Alexis Castro equalized in the 

56th, Carignano added his second in 

the 65th and Federico Gonzalez got the 

fourth for Rafaela in the 71st. 

Boca Juniors 0-3 Arsenal Sarandi 
Arsenal opened the scoring in the 2nd 
minute from a near post header by 
Emilio Zelaya. Boca failed to respond and 
Arsenal deservedly extended its lead 
seven minutes before halftime, when 
Luciano Leguizamon got his first of the 
game with a tap in following a swift 
counterattack. Boca brought on Pablo 
Mouche in the 40th to try to force the 
pace of the game, but Arsenal was 
dangerous on the counter and 
Leguizamon pounced on a loose 
defensive header from Rolando Schiavi in 
the 56th, drove towards goal and 
chipped the ball over goalkeeper Agustin 
Orion. Boca's position got worse when 
Franco Sosa was sent off in the 85th. 

Monday 18th June 2012 

Colón de Santa Fe 2-0 Godoy Cruz 
Esteban Fuertes' brace saw his side win 2-0 in Monday's only game. Fuertes scored 
either side of half-time before Alvaro Navarro was sent off for the visitors. 

 

 

 
CLASURA TABLE 

 COUNTRY P W D L F A PTS 

1 ARSENAL 18 10 5 3 29 15 35 

2 TIGRE 18 10 5 3 27 13 35 

3 BOCA 18 9 6 3 29 17 33 

4 NEWELLS 18 9 4 5 26 19 31 

5 ALL BOYS 18 8 6 4 18 12 30 

6 VELEZ 17 7 6 4 21 13 27 

7 ARGENTINOS JRS 18 7 5 6 17 15 26 

8 ESTUDIANTES 18 7 5 6 21 22 26 

9 LANUS 18 7 4 7 19 18 25 

10 UNION 18 5 9 4 19 18 24 

11 BELGRANO 18 6 6 6 17 19 24 

12 COLON 17 5 8 4 19 18 23 

13 SAN LORENZO 18 5 7 6 19 22 22 

14 SAN MARTIN 17 6 4 7 19 23 22 

15 
ATLETICO 
RAFAELA 

18 5 6 7 23 23 21 

16 INDEPENDIENTE 18 5 4 9 20 26 19 

17 RACING CLUB 18 5 4 9 18 25 19 

18 GODOY CRUZ 17 2 8 7 10 20 14 

19 OLIMPO 18 3 3 12 20 34 12 

20 BANFIELD 18 2 5 11 15 34 11 

 

 
 

Heading into the final round of matches Arsenal sit top, 
level on points and goal difference with Tigre and leading 
only on goals scored. Copa Libertadores semi-finalists 
Boca, going for the treble, are two points back of their two 
rivals. 

 

Will Burns 
Twitter @WillBurns6 
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BENDTNER 

FINED AND 

SUSPENDED  
Arsenal and Denmark striker 
Nicklas Bendtner was fined 
100,000 Euros and suspended 
for one match after revealing 
an advertising logo on boxer 
shorts while celebrating a 
goal in the Danes 3-2 defeat 
to Portugal. 
 
Bendtner, who lifted his shirt to show the 
name of ‘Paddy Power’, an Irish gambling firm 
on his waistband after scoring his second goal 
in the 3-2 Group B loss to Portugal on 
Wednesday, will be suspended for the opening 
match of Denmark's 2014 World Cup 
qualifying campaign.  
 
UEFA stated: “Following the opening of 
disciplinary proceedings concerning the 
improper conduct of Denmark's Nicklas 
Bendtner against Portugal, the UEFA control 
and disciplinary body has decided to suspend 
the player for one competitive fixture. This 
suspension applies to the next 2014 World Cup 
match, including the qualifying competition, 
for which Bendtner is eligible. The player has 
also been fined €100,000.” 
 
Due to the huge fine, this created outrage with 
most fans with disgust of UEFA’s heavy hand 
on the matter when compared to their 
position on racism. 

 
The Croatian FA has been fined a lesser 

amount for racist chanting at a recent 

Euro 2012 match. People have duly 

reacted against this disparity in 

punishments. On Twitter, a much-

retweeted sarcastic statement laid it out 

“UEFA fines: £45,000 Spain 2004 (racism); 

£16,500 Serbia 2007 (racism); £10,000 

Croatia 2008 (racism). €100,000 Bendtner 

(exposing pants).” 

 

On Tuesday, Paddy Power agreed to pay 

the fine for the striker. They claimed they 

had been "inundated with messages via 

their social media channels suggesting 

they pick up the tab" for an incident they 

dubbed "pants-gate". 

The bookmaker branded UEFA’s 
punishment as "barmy", alluding to the 
backlash against the fine being far in 
excess of those dished out for racism by 
European football's governing body. A 
Paddy Power spokesperson stated: "We 
pride ourselves on listening to our 
customers and what we heard loud and 
clear yesterday was that Nicklas Bendtner 
should not suffer as a result of UEFA's 
double standards.” 
 

Bendtner however has claimed he had no 
idea his actions were illegal under UEFA 
rules. "It is just a pair of lucky boxer shorts 
that I used in the first game as well and 
have used before the tournament," 
Bendtner told reporters. "I didn't know I 
was breaking any rules but I am aware of 
that now." 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 

SP
AI

N VALLADOLID 

RETURN TO LA 

LIGA 
Valladolid returned to the top 

flight of Spanish football 

following a two-season 

absence on Saturday after 

beating Alcorcon in a two-

legged promotion play-off. 

Having won the first leg 1-0, Valladolid sealed 

promotion thanks to a 1-1 draw in Saturday's 

return match. Valladolid go up along with 

Celta Vigo and Deportivo La Coruna. 

 

Leading 1-0 from the first leg on Wednesday 

Valladolid were pegged back just before half-

time when Fernando Sales headed the visitors 

level on aggregate. 

 

However, Javi Guerra, who scored the winner 

at Santo Domingo earlier in the week, was on 

target again six minutes after the break to 

ensure a return to the top-flight after a two-

year absence. 

Miroslav Djukic's men missed out on 
automatic promotion by three points as they 
finished third behind Celta Vigo in the regular 
season and the Serb was delighted to get over 
the line. 
 
He told Marca: "All season we have suffered 
but at the end it was deserved. We knew they 
were going to make it difficult, but we had to 
overcome them scoring with the only 
opportunity they had. We could have done it 
more comfortably with the chances that we 
had, but I am very thankful to all the players, 
especially Sisi and Nauzet whose contracts 
have finished and are committed to other 
teams. The have played the game with heart 
until the last moment." 

Will Burns 

Twitter @WillBurns6 
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This edition of could not be 
possible without the following people, please check them out on Twitter 
or hit their website/blogs. 
 
 

Claus Røndbjerg 

(Danish Football Correspondent) 

Twitter @DanishFooty 
 

Chris Boothroyd 
Twitter @theCzechUp 

Website - www.theczechup.wordpress.com 
 

Stefan Coerts 
(Dutch football editor at Goal.com International) 

Twitter @StefanCoerts 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Next issue available to download on Tuesday 
26th June 2012 
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